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How Does "Clemson University" Sound?
By BILL HAMILTON
Tiger News Editor
Clemson, known officially for 75 years as The
Clemson Agricultural College of South Carolina, may
soon become Clemson University. If the name is
changed, Clemson will be the last Land-Grant institution in the country to switch from college to university status.
Dr. Robert C. Edwards, Clemson president, and
the state House Education and Public Works Committee have taken the first steps toward making the
change which tentatively will take place July 1. The
bill to change Clemson's name must pass through the
Senate and House of Representatives and be signed
by the governor. At the same time the change must
be shown to comply with the will of Thomas G. Clemson, the College's benefactor. The court action is necessary to ensure that none of Thomas Clemson's descendants will be able to bring suit against the College for making such a change.

Thomas Clemson's only living descendant, thirty-

The word "college," Edwards continued, has a both as to wKat it is and what it says it is, all Landyear-old Army captain Creighton Lee Calhoun, Jr., much narrower connotation. "The name 'Clemson Grant institutions in this nation, except Clemson,
of Raleigh, N. C, however, says that he is fully in ac- College' clearly implies that Clemson is an institution have changed their name from College to University
or Institute. Professionally, Clemson suffers some
cord with the proposed name change. In a letter writ- consisting of a single school or a single degree prohandicap as a result.
gram." This of course is not true of Clemson, which
ten last month, Calhoun said:
"Agencies (foundations and the like) which
"Clemson is today a university in every sense of gives bachelors degrees in some forty fields from five have an interest in the Graduate School and profesthe word. Certainly it would be a travesty for some- schools, masters degrees in thirty fields, and doctors sional school performance are not normally attracted
one considering graduate study to turn away from degrees in twelve.
to a college, but to a university. Would-be employers,
Clemson College because of a misunderstanding
If Clemson's name were changed, Edwards said, research establishments, professional fraternities and
caused by the name."
a graduate in agriculture would hold a degree from others are similarly uncertain about the structure of
In giving his reasons for wanting to change "Clemson University's College of Agriculture; a grad- Clemson because of our title not fitting our structure.
Clemson's name, Edwards said, "The accepted defini- uate in engineering, from Clemson University's Col"One of the principal arguments, therefore, for
tion of a university in America is an institution of lege of Engineering; and graduates in Arts and Sci- changing the name of the institution to Clemson. Unihigher education which is involved officially in both ences, Architecture, Industrial Management and Tex- versity is that it will recognize and properly designate
teaching and research; which awards bachelors, mas- tile Science should hold degrees from their respective what the institution has in fact already become and
ters, and doctors degrees; and which includes one or colleges of the University."
actually is. A name should truly symbolize the thing,
more professional schools or colleges as parts of its
Edwards summarized his argument by saying, and Clemson University would truly symbolize the
organizational framework. Clemson meets all re- "Recognizing the fact that the title 'University' has a kind of educational structure already in existence at
semantic importance, and that an institution is judged Clemson."
quirements of this definition."

Varsity Golf
Members of last year's golf team, golfers who
want to try out for the varsity, and freshman golfers are asked to meet with Coach Jordan and Mr.
Caskey on the second floor of the Field House on
Monday, February 10 at 8 pm.
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Lectures Probe Theology
Two Weil-Known Clergymen
Will Speak For Three Nights

Two distinguished theologians,
the chaplain of a famous southern university and an executive journalist of religious affairs, will conduct convocations
of the annual Clemson Religious Emphasis Week, February
11-13.
They are Dr. J. Claude Evans,
chaplain of Southern Methodist
University at Dallas, Texas,
noted author of religious articles; and the Rev. Charles L.
Palms, associate editor of
"Catholic World", a publication
expressing the Catholic viewpoint.
This Year's Theme
Theme of this year's Religious Emphasis Week is "Contemporary Idolatries at War with
Peace."
Mrs. Mary Hood of Columbia was named this week by Dean
On Tuesday night Dr. Evans,
Susan B. Delony as head resident of the Women's Dorm.
representing the Protestant
viewpoint, will speak on "What
GIRLS' DORM
We Need Less of — Religion."
■Wednesday night his topic will
be "Golden Calves in Religion."
Thursday night Dr. Evans' subject will be something of interest to all red-blooded Clemson
males: "PLAYBOY Versus I
Dean of Women, Miss Susan order in the dorms and seeing John."
B. Delony announced this week that the rules and regulations Father Palms will speak on
the appointment of Mrs. Mary are respected. She will also be "Student Revolution—Clemson
College" on Tuesday night, and
B. Hood of Columbia, S. C, to
Head Resident of the Women's in charge of planning the so- "Christian Revolution — Ecucial program and chaperoning menism" on Wednesday night.
Resident Hall.
Mrs. Hood will assume the social events in the Women's To finish off his series, Father
duties of supervising and coun- Residence; in addition, she will Palms plans to speak on "Cathciling the coed students. "I've interview those with personal, olic Revolution—Vatican Counalways liked young folks, and discipline and grade problems. cil II" on Thursday night.
Come One, Come All
they all seem mighty nice to The mother of Mrs. Phillip
me," Mrs. Hood said.
E. Pierce of Columbia, S. C, The public is invited to attend
Mrs. Hood will be working and Mr. John J. Hood, Jr. of with Clemson students, faculty
with Miss Kaye D. Cannon of Charlotte, N. C, Mrs. Hood and staff members. Separate
Clayton; Ga., the newly elected raised her family in Lumberton, convocations, the first at 6:30
house president, and the house N. C. and now has three grand- and the second at 7:30 will be
held in Tillman Hall auditorium
council in maintaining quiet and children.

Mrs. Hood Becomes
First Head Resident

DR. GILBERT COLLINGS

Ex-Head Of Soils Dies
Dr. Gilbert H. (Lord) Collings,
chairman emeritus of the agronomy and soil department of the
College, died on January 10 in
Anderson after three months of
illness.
Dr. Collings headed the agronomy and soils department from
1955 until the time of his retirement in 1960.
College Career
During his long association
with the College, he filled the
role of teacher, author, philosopher, and scientist. He wrote
scores of scientific articles and
several college textbooks. Still
in wide use is his book "The
Production of Cotton," which

ture. He earned his master's
degree at the University of Illinois in 1917 and his doctorate
from Rutgers in 1925.
He joined Clemson College in
1918 as an assistant professor
of agronomy and as assistant
agronomist at the South Caroline Experiment
Station in
Clemson.
When he retired, he left one
of the best equipped laboratories in the Southeast at the
college-. It annually runs about
50,000 sail samples tc guide
farmers in treating their land
for maximum yields.
Farmer's Society
Dr. Collings was a charter
member of the Soil Conserva
tion Society of America and a
member of the American So
ciety of Agronomy and the International
Society of Soil
Science. He was a lifetime
member and past president of
On the PR's agenda for the the historic Pendleton Farmers
second semester is the National Society and a member and past
Cherry Blossom Parade and president of the South Carolina
Drill Meet in Washington, D. C. Academy of Science.
and the Fourth Regimental He was also a member of
Drill Meet at Ft. Gordon in Au- the Southern Agricultural
gusta, Ga. The Company began Workers Association, Kappa Altheir practice last week and pha Sigma, Alpha Zeta, and
will continue until early April, Chi Beta Phi. Dr. Collings was
and they will go to Washington, listed in Who's Who in America,
D. C. for the national cham- Who's Who in the South and
pionship drill meet.
the Southeast, Who's Who of
After Washington Company Men in Science, Who's Who in
C-4 will look forward to the Commerce and Industry. He
Fourth Regimental Drill Meet. was a member of the Clemson
Clemson has won this for nine Baptist Church, the Clemson
straight years.
Fellowship Club, the Clemson
In early May a new company Retired Men's Club, and the
(Continued on Page 3)
Masonic Order.

is said to be the first college
textbook of its kind. Another of
his books, "Commercial Fertilizers, Their Sources and Uses,"
also is a recognized authoritative text on agronomy and soils.
For many years he was consulting agriculture editor for a
Philadelphia publishing firm.
He was affectionately known
as "Lord" Collings on the campus. He helped to mould the
future of 713 agronomy majors
now serving in various positions
throughout the world.
A native of Crewe, Virginia,
he graduated from Virginia
Polytechnic Institute in 1915
with a B. S. degree in agricul-

PR's Spark Mardi Gras;
Anticipate Full Semester
By DICK MILEY
Clemson's Pershing Rifles
■have just completed a successful drill performance in the
Mardi Gras in New Orleans on
January 31 to February 2, according to Larry Smith, Public
Information officer for the Company.
Commanded by Cadet Captain
John Fernandez, the PR Company C-4 marched in their closeorder drill 14 miles one day,
and then completed a parade
of shorter duration the next
day. The PR's, carrying sabers
in the Mardi Gras, performed
their intricate movements.

each night, permitting everyone
to hear both speakers. The
Rev. Palms will lead the first
meeting each evening, and Dr.
Evans will talk at 7:30 each
night.
Following the assemblies, student forums will be conducted
in the dormitories by some 30
area pastors and laymen. Concurrently, the convocation leaders will meet in public forum
at the YMCA where all persons
interested will be welcome.
Dr. Evans
Dr. Evans is a native of Anderson, a graduate of Boys'
High School and Wofford College where he. received the-A.
B. degree. He earned the B.
D. degree at Duke University
Divinity School and was awarded the Doctor of Divinity degree
at Wofford in 1957.
He began preaching in the
Anderson District of the Upper
South Carolina Conference in

1938 and was received into full
connection by the conference
in 1942. He has held the following pastoral appointments:
assistant pastor, First Methodist
Church, Charlotte, N. C; associate pastor, Washington Street
Church, Columbia; pastor of

Semester
Insurance
For
Students
Student accident and sickness
insurance is available for the
period January 29 to September
6, 1964 at prorated rates,
according to Mrs. Sybil Albert
of the Student Affairs Office.
Students who bought this insurance the first semester need
not purchase the insurance now,
Mrs. Albert said, because they
(Continued on Page 3)

Methodists Churches at McCormick, Walhalla and Clemson.
He was also a U. S. Navy chaplain from 1944-46.
Rev. Palms
The Rev. Palms is a native
of Detroit, Mich., and served
with the U. S. Navy in 1943-46.
He is a graduate of the Georgetown University College of
Arts and Sciences and the Harvard Law School. Following
two years of general practice of
law in Detroit, he entered the
Paulist Fathers community in
1954 and was ordained to the
priesthood in New York City in
1960.
He was appointed to the editorial staff of "Catholic World"
in 1961. A journal of opinion
founded in 1865, it publishes
articles dealing with current
local, national and world problems from a Catholic viewpoint,
including promotion of the ecumenical movement.

Midwinters Dance Falls
On St. Valentine's Day
Clemson men and co-eds and
their dates will celebrate Valentines Day as the Central
Dance Association presents the
annual
Mid-Winter's
Dance
weekend on February 14 and 15.
On Friday night The Four
Preps will be in concert in the
Field House from 8 until 10 pm;
then the Fabulous Five from
near Greensboro, N. C. will provide music for the first of the
two dances that weekend; the
informal dance will last from
10 pm to 1 am. "The King of
the Vibes" and "The Master of
the Drums" Lionel Hampton,
will present a concept again in
the Field House at 2 o'clock the
next afternoon. Topping off the
weekend Lionel will provide
music and entertainment for
Saturday night's semi-formal
dance from 8 until 12 pm. Both
dances will be in the Clemson
Dining Hall.
Jimmy Ward, publicity chairman of the CDA, commenting
on the dance with Fabulous
Five, said, "This isn't going to
be a dance where people sit
around and watch; I think people will be moving all the time
because this is a real rocking
band." The Four Preps will
entertain with "26 Miles," "Big
Man," and many golden hits

from "The Four Preps on Campus" and other albums.
The CDA is providing a list
of local houses at which dates
may stay during the weekend.
There will be room for 60 girls
in the Women's Residence Hall.
Anyone interested in making
reservation for a date can make
them at Student Affairs Office

Put Sale Boating
In Your Summer
If winter comes, can spring
be far behind? J. R. Salley,
Commander of the Clemson
Division of the Greenville Power
Squadron announces that it will
again offer a free Piloting
Course covering Safety Afloat,
Seamanship, Small Boat Handling, Equimpent and Government Regulations, Rules of the
Road and many other items of
interest to the boatsman. This
course will give a foundation on
which to build a safe boating
summer on the water.
Registration will be Monday
night, February 10, 1964, 7:30
pm, Room 202, Sirrine Hall
(Textile Bldg.). Persons from
the surrounding area are invited.

Army R0TC Announces
Semester Cadet Staff
Clemson's Army ROTC Head-iKizer. The first battalion got a
quarters has announced the pro new S-l and S-3, Capts. J. M.
motion of a number of cadets Hart and S. A. Carter respectto fill the vacancies left by January graduates. Heading the ively and a new sergeant malist was Cadet Lt. Col. Clyde L. jor, Cadet M/Sgt. D. W. Jones.
Wehunt who received command In the brigade staff Cadet 1st
of the second of the brigade's Lt. E. L. Holcombe became the
assistant S-3 while Cadet Capt.
three battalions.
Cadet Lt. Col. Wehunt is a N. Bohonak was assigned the
senior majoring in animal newly added position of assistscience. He has a 2.5 GPR and ant S-4.
plans to graduate in August In addition three new comand accept a regular army com- pany commanders were apmission. In addition to his pointed. Cadet Capt. J. L.
cadet and student activities he Truesdale received Company
is a member of the Block and A, Cadet Capt. L. L. Joyner
Bridle Club, the Rifle Club, and Company H, and Cadet Capt. C.
the Rifle Team.
W. Jenkins Company M. A
The second battalion also re- number of other cadets received
ceived a new executive officer, an elevation in rank to comCadet Maj. A. H. Willis, Jr. and plete the Army ROTC cadet
a new S-2 Cadet Capt. R. H. staff for this semester.

above the Loggia. A fee of 2
dollars a night will be charged;
the rooms will be provided with
linens and towels. The visiting
girls will have senior privileges.
Dates must be in within a half
an hour after the function which
they are attending, but all dates
must be in by 2:30 am.
The price of the concert on
Friday night is $2 a person or
$3 a couple, the dance $2. The
concert Saturday is $2 a couple
while the price of the dance is
$3.50. A block ticket which is
good for both dances and the
concert Saturday is selling for
$6.50. A table in the Dining
Hall will be operated by the
CDA to sell tickets.

DR. J. CLAUDE EVANS

REV. CHARLES L. PALMS

PERFECT RECORD

Fall Semester News:
Fifteen Achieve 4.0
Fifteen students achieved the
nearly-impossible last semester
by making A's in all of their
subjects. Those making the
perfect 4.0 grade point ratio included five seniors, three juniors, four sophomores, and three
freshmen.
Among the students making
the all-A record is Robert L.
Breeden, a senior in electrical
engineering from Bennettsville,
who has made 4.0 for six semesters. Also on the list is William
J. Meggs, a physics major from
Florence, who made a 4.0 for
his fifth semester, and who
graduated in January with highest honors.
Others making the 4.0 GPR
are Frank Bishop, an IE junior
from L an drum; Finley B
Clarke, a pre-med freshman
from Sumter; William M. Click,

a Chem E freshman from Newberry; Michael H. Finch, a senior in architecture from Takoma
Park, Md.
Charles E. Hill, an arts and
sciences freshman from Jackson; Michael M. Holland, a senior physics major from Florence; Eugene G. Huff, a EE
junior from Whitmire; Stephen
C. King, an applied math senior from Williamston.
Charles E. Kirkwood, a chemistry sophomore from Clemson;
Frank W. Pearce Jr., an arts
and sciences junior from Cheraw; John C. Shelley, a sophomore EE major from West
Acton, Mass.; Kenneth K. Starr,
a metalurgical
engineering
sophomore from Sumter; Herman H. Yawn, an IE sophomore
from Rock Hill.

TUESDAY MORNING

Tiger Truck Accident
Slightly Injures One
The TIGER truck ran off the
road, smashed into a guard
rail, and overturned on Highway
93 between the Hartwell Lake
bridge and "Esso Club" early
Tuesday morning. The driver
of the truck, William M. Brown,
was uninjured, but a passenger,
John Woodham, suffered cuts
and bruses when he was thrown
to the back of the truck. The
TIGER truck was classed a
"total loss."
TIGER junior staffer Brown
was returning from delivering
copy to the printers at 1:45 am
when he lost control of the truck
on a long curve. The truck
bounced off a rail on one side
of the road, turned over one
complete time, and landed upright.
A student living in the prefabs, Jimmy Smith, a junior IM
major, heard the accident, and
rushed to the scene. He reported the accident to the local
police, and took the injured
Woodham to the college infirmary.
According to TIGER editor
Frank Gentry, who arrived on
the scene shortly after the accident, "Jimmy Smith per-

formed an invaluable service atias he did."
the accident. It was indeed Local policeman Harold Dunlucky that he heard the wreck, can was the first officer to get
and came to the scene as soon to the scene of the wreck.

Shakespeare At Clemson;
The Taming of the Shrew'
By DICK MILEY
News Staff
Presenting William Shakespeare's The Taming of the
Shrew, the National Players of
the Catholic University of America, Washington, D. C, will
perform in the College Auditorium at 8:15 pm on February
26.
The presentation, originally to
be sponsored by the Department of English, will be sponsored by the College; therefore
there will be no fee for admission. Dr.. A. H. Holt of the
English Department described
the National Players as "one
of the best touring companies in
the country."
Shakespeare wrote The Taming of the Shrew sometimes during the years between 1594 and

1597; it is the well-known farce
comedy of a husband's determination to mold a suitable wife
out of a fiery woman. Robust
humor and high spirits fill the
theme, characters, language,
and situation. The theme includes an "eternal triangle"
and a stubborn father.
The National Players are now
in their fifteenth year as a touring company in the United
States and many foreign countries. They have presented
plays by Shakespeare, Pophocles, Shaw, Aeschyles, and Moliere, including Romeo and Juliet, King Lear, Macbeth, Othello, Arms and the Man, The Miser, and many others.
The play is directed by Leo
Brady, and has a cast of fifteen members.
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Church And State
Clemson College is an agency of the
State of South Carolina and as such has
no connection with the Protestant
Church. This truth seems to be obvious,
but the application leaves a great deal
of doubt. All around us we see participation of the churches in purely secular
college affairs.
There can be no quarrel with every
effort to make participation in religious
activity convenient. We applaud the
college rule that sets aside one night a
week as church night and prevents conflicting meetings. Likewise it is appropriate that the college grants excuses
from class for church activities.
Likewise, we are glad that Clemson
provides for a Religious Emphasis Week.
We hope that all Christians and interested students will take part in the program next week.
However, we cannot see the justification for such things as prayers at
sports events or mass blessings in the
dining hall. These things are especially
out of place when they lean to one denomination or the other as they so often
do. The prayers unlike church services
or REW are imposed on all.
The Clemson student body includes
people of the Jewish faith, Protestants,
Catholics, Moslems, Hindus and a large
number of people who subscribe to various non-religious systems. In this
country all of these groups deserve the
opportunity to follow their beliefs and
should not be obligated to take part in

observances which have no meaning
for them.
Perhaps the most purely college
function on earth is graduation. All of
us hope that we will be eligible to take
part in this ceremony. No doubt it will
be a great occasion in the lives of most
of us. Yet this writer wonders to what
extent the event is marred for those
who do not accept the strong Protestant
Christian character of the ceremony at
Clemson.
Our most recent graduation exercises
were opened and closed with a Christian
(primarily Protestant) prayer and the
speaker was a prominent Protestant
clergyman. His address was not a sermon and the speaker recognized that he
was addressing a group with diverse
faiths, and yet his advice naturally reflected his profession.
There is no doubt that the majority
of the audience, including the editor of
THE TIGER, was Protestant and that
their personal beliefs were not trampled.
However, the fact remains that commencement is for all and the faith of a
large minority was ignored.

Greedy Hunters Have
Costly, Senseless Habit

no control or that he does not impose
himself on others. However, so far as
possible, this control is only exercised
over the manner in which an idea is
presented, not over the idea.
It would be folly to suppose that
even any two people agreed completely
on any one opinion. As the new semester begins we ask that our readers bear
this in mind as they consider the opinions expressed in THE TIGER. Also
we take this opportunity to invite you
to share your opinions with us through
the letters column.

"Disappearance'
Petty thievery exists all over the
world and among all social groups and
perhaps it is one of the facts of life that
we simply must accept. However, one
should consider from whom he is stealing. This appeal to honesty is being
made at the request of a local merchant
who is losing glasses at an alarming
rate, but it could apply just as well to
the ash trays, salt shakers, towels or
candy that all businesses lose.
The cost of these "lost" items must
be added to the operating expenses and
will at last either be reflected in higher
prices or result in the death of one

Rantings and Ravings

Since the majority desires a religious
ceremony, we should have a baccalaureate sermon. Graduation itself (in a state
university) should be opened with a
completely general prayer and the
speaker should be primarily an educator or a layman who has been sucBy BYRON HARPER
Tiger Columnist
cessful in life; not a clergyman. ClemImagine yourself sitting in
son College is not church supported and
as such, does not exist for any one re- your backyard with a tumbler
of bourbon out of a Texas
ligious group.
fifth that a sweet ole troll gave

One Mans Opinion
From time to time we hear on campus or see in the daily press that Clemson College, the students, or THE TIGER, believes such and such that appeared in an individual column of this
newspaper. This is unfortunate, because it is seldom true.
The title of a column that appeared
on this page for some years was "One
Man's Opinion." In actuality each entry on this page is one man's opinion
and that is all it claims to be. This definition extends to the editorial cartoon
and to this editorial.
This is not to say that the editor has

more business. Either one could happen at any time here in Clemson if the
"disappearance" of things^ does not
stop.
The town of Clemson has few
enough places for relaxation and recreation as it is and it would be a shame
to lose any one of them. No doubt,
there are few students who would take
the glass or towel that would raise the
price of food two percent or close down
a store. But every time we take anything we are running the risk of doing
just that.

you for Christmas. A friend of
yours rides up with his trunk
full of ducks. "Lookit," he
says with his chest noticeably
swelling, "Twenty-five mallards! Not a summer duck
among 'em! 'Course I got
more than this. Had to leave
almost a dozen where they
fell as they fell in places
where it would be Hell to get
them out." What do you say?
Remember, he is a friend of
yours.
This writer freely admits
that he is one of the world's
worst shots. Thus, seldom
having approached the limit
on any sort of game, he .has
seldom had the opportunity to
be a game hog, even if he had
the desire One day, the birds
may be slow or foolish enough
to put him to the test, and
this column will be undoubtedly thrown in his face if he
can't overcome the temptation.
Over the holidays, three acquaintances of mine returned
from a hunting trip with
eighty-seven mallards. They
spread them out on their back
lawn and had their picture
taken with the ducks, proud as
punch. I have heard of people shooting over a hundred
ducks at a sitting and not
even picking them up ("Man,
the risk would be too great.
And, besides, I don't like to
eat 'em."). A friend of mine
was returning from a quail
hunt with me one day. He
had one less than the limit.
Rounding a bush near a corn
field, he saw a covey of birds
running along the ground between two rows of corn. He
picked up eleven birds with

Week's Peek

Help Stomp Out Politicians
By BOBBY DYE
Tiger Columnist
One of the latest fads that
seems to be sweeping our
country is that of running for
public office. In the past, the
area of politics has been fairly well reserved for a certain
type of people. Now, however, anyone and everyone
seems to feel qualified to enter the races for one office
or another, and does so without the slightest feeling of
disadvantage from a lack of
prior experience or service.
Reference is, of course, to
the latest announcements the
various candidates and their
somewhat newly found political aspirations. There are always candidates who seem a
bit premature in their timing,
but the latest rash, and rash
it is, of candidates are not
simply premature — they're
completely out of their field.
The situation has become one
in which candidates run evidently because they don't have
anything else in particular to
do for the time being.
The fact that John Glenn

By JOHN COYLE
Associate Editor
After 75 years, Clemson College is seeking to officially change its name to Clemson University. The
administration has initiated this change in our alma
mater's name for a practical reason: that Clemson
by virtue of its adopting the title of university will
accrue prestige and renown as a seat of higher learning than it now can claim.
That a name can mean so much to an educational
institution might be puzzling to many, but it cannot
be disputed that university implies much more to
the average person than does the more simple designation of college. Mention of the word university
automatically brings to mind images of ivy-covered
buildings, ivory towers, Harvard, Yale, Princeton,
Oxford, and Cambridge, and all that is good and
worthy in what is known as the liberal tradition in
education. One conjures visions of ascetic scholars
poring over books and manuscripts in dark little garrets. Perhaps this seems to be a frivolous and even
ludicrous picture of academic life, but, to the average
mill hand or small merchant, Mr. Average American,
it is a very real picture; to him, this is "the idea of
a university."
And so Clemson aspires to be a university, or rather, it claims it already is one, in order to enhance its
reputation and that of its graduates. We rush to
gather the trappings of the modern university about
us: we offer a noteworthy listing of degrees; higher
faculty salaries; and have an impressive array of
physical facilities which holds forth the promise of
even greater things to come. Indisputably, these are
all commendable ends in themselves, goals which had
been worthy of attainment and worthy of surpassing
in the future.
But do we delude ourselves in believing that having these features and a faculty which boasts of numbering in its ranks 168 members with the degree of
Ph.D. or its equivalent (51 % of the total faculty) is a
suitable standard for rrfeasuring academic excellence?
Are we not attempting to purchase the title of university instead of cultivating an intellectual atmosphere
more worthy of the appellation of university?
John Cardinal Newman wrote: "It is a great point
. . . to enlarge the range of studies which a University professes, even for the sake of the students; and,
though they cannot pursue every subject which is
one shot, after throwing away than those of a game hog open to them, they will be the gainers by living among
three as being too mangled that is proud of his slaughter. those and under those who represent the whole circle.
If you are a game hog, imto clean.
Birds aren't the only game agine this future picture with This I conceive to be the advantage of a seat of unithat is hogged. I know of two me: You are sitting in front versal learning, considered as a place of education."
people who got into a school of a fire entertaining your
Newman continued: "A habit of mind formed
of rockfish and finally had to sons with tales of your prowquit casting as the boat was ness as a slaughterer. You which lasts through life, of which the attributes are,
about to sink under the weight notice a slight look of puzzle- freedom, equitableness, calmness, moderation, and
of fish they had already ment on the faces of your chilcaught. One of the same pair dren as they haven't ever been wisdom; or what in a former Discourse I have venonce caught over fifty bream duck hunting (and never will tured to call a philosophical habit . . . Cautious and
in the same bed. I know of go). Continue this picture by practical thinkers, I say, will ask of me, what, after
a man (?) who shoots 10-20 imagining yourself rising with
all is the gain of this philosophy."
deer per year, both does and indignation as your eldest son
suggests that maybe if you
"Knowledge is capable of being its own end. Such
fawns.
What is it that makes hadn't been such a game hog is the constitution of the human mind, that any kind
modern man go mad when he he would be able to hunt.
of knowledge, if it be really such, is its own reward.
gets behind the gun? It cer- Pretty picture, huh?
Pretty picture or not, it is And if this is true of all knowledge, it is true also of
tainly isn't sport. As I said,
I hunt and certainly have no one that is going to be all too that special Philosophy, which I have made to consist
objection to hunting as a sport. common unless a few persons
But the above examples aren't grow up and show some re- of a comprehensive view of truth in all its branches
sport by any means. Slaugh- sponsibility toward future gen- . . . What the worth of such an acquirement is, comter of unneeded or unwanted erations. A few more birds pared with other objects which we seek, — wealth or
animals is done only by inse- don't make much difference
power or honor or the conveniences and comforts of
cure or immature persons who one way or the other, but the
feel a need to "prove their respect of friends does. You life, I do not profess here to discuss; but I would
manhood" or some other such will have this respect if you maintain, and mean to show, that it is an object, in its
ridiculous reason. Of course, become known as a sportsman own nature so really and undeniably good, as to be the
it does the opposite. There who never takes over the
compensation of a great deal of thought in the comare few more pitiful stories limit. Isn't it worth it?
passing, and a great deal of trouble in the attaining . . ."
Newman further argued and perhaps here is one
of the important points of his thesis: "I only say that
Knowledge, in proportion as it tends more and more
to be particular, ceases to be knowledge . . . When I
speak of Knowledge, I mean something intellectual,
something which grasps what it perceives through the
Dear Fish: I am a writer
Dear Fish: Thousands stu- senses; something which takes a view of things;
for the Clemson Chronicle and
just because I wear dirty dents (over 4,000) come to ask which sees more than the senses convey; which reatenni-pumps, s c o d y sweat- my help every year because
shirts, no socks, and a beard, I am the school psychologist, sons upon what it sees, and while it sees; which invests' j
everyone calls me Filthy but alas, I ran into a problem it with an idea."
Freddy. How can I get them myself, hard as that is to beFor a century, Newman' discourse "On The Idea
to stop calling me this ridicu- lieve. I constantly suck my
thumb. How can I stop my- Of A University" has been held forth as the definitive
lous nickname?
self from jsucking my thumb? statement of that for which a university should
Filthy Freddy
Dr. Imen Idiot
strive. Now Clemson has come up with a definition
Dear Filthy: See Dail Dixon.,
Dear Dr.: Stick it in your
which
reads like a rewording of Webster's and by thisj
Dear Fish: I am the owner ear
over-simplification
has equated itself with the uniof the local theater in ClemDear Fish: I am the ace versity tradition.
son. Every Saturday night at
the late show (usually a fine security agent at a local colIn considering what Newman has written, let us1
foreign film) the male Clem- lege. Although I am not big
son students always start yell- physically, I am a mental pose the following questions: does Clemson foster
ing in the theater. They giant. Yesterday a tragedy that philosophy which considers knowledge its own
took place on campus—the
scream out "take it off, take
fire truck was stolen. How do reward? have we really attempted to expose ourj
it off". How can I get them
I go about looking for a five students to the broader aspects of the academic comto stop yelling this chant?
ton, red, fire truck?
munity despite the continually growing list of areas |
Darrel F. Panic
Super Sleuth
Dear Darrel: Give 'em a
of concentration or do we respond wholeheartedly to j
Dear Super: Well, first look
bust in the mouth.
in the shower of the girls' the trend in specialization in a particular field?
Regarding the first question: does Clemson at- j
Dear Fish: I am a coed at a dorm, if it's not there see if
Northern college and my boy you can get me a date with tempt to imbue in her students that Knowledge, as
friend goes to school down this good looking coed named
defined by Newman, in itself is worthy of pursuit?
South. The only time I ever Iris. Thanks.
Rather, does not Clemson champion the idea that reget to see him is when he
Dear Fish: Could you please ceiving a degee in engineering, agriculture, or what
comes home during Christmas
and during the mid-semester tell me where my college C.
have you, is our real quest, that broader interests are j
break. He dates me all the D. A. (Common Dance Association),
which
I
work
for,
a nice hobby if you have the time?
time when he comes home,
but someone told me he has can get a real cool, classy,
And as to the second question, does Clemson really
been dating girls down at his rock and roll band to play for
school. Dbes this mean any- our upcoming dance. We have consider that two brief surveys of literature, and one
tried locally — Little John's, of history, plus 15 electives (in the case of engineering
thing?
the Mess Hall Five, Dan's
Judy
students) sufficiently acquaints her students with the
Dear Judy: Probably, but Clean-Up Combo, etc., but
vast
fund of knowledge that has been our inheritance.
none
of
these
were
satisfacyou have nothing to worry
about if he is a Clemson Gen- tory. Where can I look for When do we learn of philosophy, the Greek classics,
some real talented twist and
tleman.
the literature of France and Spain, sociology, econom-j
shouters?
ics, biology, art, and music? Again, do we take these!
Twist Ted Mind
Dear Fish: Being the Dean
Dear Twist: Have you tried up as hobbies in our spare time? If this is the reply, |
of a conservative Southern college has forced me to strictly the Ted Mack rejects?
Clemson is not a university but is the provincial, litenforce the rules of my fair
tle
college that she is sometimes accused of being.
college.
Because drinking, Dear Fish: I am a liberal
And
what is more, where are the concerts, the lecPlayboy, and necking are not and wish to attend Clemson
allowed on campus many of College, but I'm not sure if tures? No money is the reply. Then funds should be
my students have taken to Clemson will accept any liber- diverted from building programs or, even more so,,
dope. How can I get them off als. Suppose I press the point
and try to get into Clemson? from our athletic programs.
this horrible habit?
Karl M.
Anonymous
To conclude, we have instruction, not education.
Dear Karl: No, don't make
Dear Anonymous: Why didn't
We turn out vegetables.
the same mistake I did.

and Bud Wilkinson are considering the Senate as the
logical next step from their
respective positions of astronaut and football coach is already public knowledge.
Whether or not the Senate is
really a place for football
coaches and heroes is a matter of individual taste, but it
would seem that neither
abounds in experience . . .
that neither has little more
than a well-known name . . .
and that even that has been in
far-removed fields from politics.
As for the already overcrowded presidential race, the
situation is even worse. Candidates who had practically
sworn they would never seek
public office again (sorta like
Richard Nixon) are now "feeling the call of duty" and suggesting that they might even
be persuaded to take the
loathsome job of President of
the United States. Senator
Margaret Chase Smith, the
lone female of this motley
crew, has also hinted strongly
that, although it was the only

office she would seek, she
might even consider the presidency herself.
To top it all off nicely, talk
has now even included Evangelist Billy Graham, who reputedly will not decline a consideration if he is the Republican draft choice and if "he
can feel that he is doing his
fellow man more service as
President than as Evangelist."
The list of these candidates,
which is beginning to sound
like the waiting list of the most
popular restaurant in the
world, now includes practically everyone even remotely
connected with the presidency.
Graham was mentioned in
the 1960 presidential campaign
as a possible prospect, but
staunchly refused the offer . . .
although he did eventually endorse Richard Nixon as the
statesman. Now, even though
he has made no definite decision publicly, he has made
the somewhat more concrete
stand that he will consider the
offer if he can help the situation and that, in the event
he did accept, it would be on

Fish 'n Quips

Dear Fish

the Republican ticket.
Not than an Evangelist
could not or even should not
run for the presidency, of
course, nor even the astronauts can't just orbit rignt on
into the Senate, but this and
the idea that Senators Dirkson and Johnson may replace
the Texas Longhorn and Navy
on a football schedule seems
a little ridiculous. In fact,
why stop there? Think of the
terrific ticket if Micky Mantle and Sophia Loren (she is
native enough now, isn't she)
ran together, in whichever order you may prefer. At least
oF Sophia might have a better
chance of winning Mr. K.
over where others have failed.
Thank goodness we do have
a choice as to our leaders in
this country, but we may soon
have to have preliminaries
even in the respective parties
to narrow the field down to a
dozen or so. If a fellow made
it to the finals or even the
semi-finals, he would have to
be very, very sharp ... no
doubt about it, no sir, no doubt
you sign your name!
about it at all.
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Art Gallery Boost&*z*
Local Culture Level
to be
upset,
Cyrano.

It is $150,000 in space, of free
access to the general public,
offering more cultural attraction than Atlanta, Charlotte or
Greenville equivalents.
Yet, after five years, says
Robert Hunter, artist, teacher,
and curator, not nearly enough
people know where it is or how
to get there.
The Rudolph E. Lee Gallery
at Clemson College is on the
ground floor of the School of
Architecture, its very focal
point, with entrance from the
courtyard which connects the
structural sciences building. At
night it is clearly identifiable.
The lights never go out—or, so
it seems.
Hunter, the gallery's publicist
as well, likes to think of it as
the "Visual Center of the Upper
Piedmont." It is made possible
only through the financial support of the Clemson Architectural Foundation and a personal
involvement of every member
of the School's design faculty.
The gallery is no "sometime,
whenever" kind of thing. It's
never empty, now exhibiting to
20 shows a year—more than the
r e g i o n's museums. In five
years, there have been 81 here,
as varied as crafts and landscaping and the use of steel construction.
This year, for example, one
show presents pottery
and
evening jewelry, designed by
Richard Reep, third-year critic;
another, famous Great English
painters of the 18th and 19th
Centuries, by George Means,
fourth-year critic.

architectural design, visual —John Acorn, Ireland Regnier
arts and construction. The and Hunter himself.
Dubbed the "Three Artpresent display is "Contemists," they represent a "colporary Prints from Japan"
ony" of thought and expression
(Feb. 6-27), 100 intaglio and not heretofore found unto
wood cuts, both in color and
these hills. Their work has
appeared often in the gallery,
black and white; and the 7th
annual High School Art Show has been often called "the
art of Clemson."
(March 6-25), a statewide
In the agrarian days of the
competition.
institution, frankly, there were
Each year, the traveling ex- few at Clemson to champion
hibition of the Guild of South such endeavor. But one was
Carolina Artists "plays" the Lee Rudolph Lee, the first head of
Gallery with traditional ab- the architecture -department in
stract and non-objective paint- engineering, the forerunner of
ings. It appears here in the the present school.
His architectural contributions
spring (March 27-April 17); preceeds a show of 40 works in on campus are now living monupainting and sculpture by ments of the past—Riggs Hall
"South Atlantic Artists" (April for engineering, Sirrine Hall for
industrial management and tex21-May 8).
tile science, Long Hall for agThe gallery has, foremost, riculture. All stand preserved
educational purposes for be- and functional today as heading, is committed first to the quarters for these respective
school's professional students. schools of instruction.
The gallery which perpetuates
Shows are balanced, scheduled
to enrich and broaden the re- his memory has been rubbed
pertoire related to their studies, by history, washed with posincrease their depth. Students terity. Here it is open to the
design and arrange the gallery public week days, 9 am to 4:30
shows, present their own studio pm, or at other times by apwork in retrospect each term. pointment.
It has shown impressionists
"The whole building is a gal- and post impressionists, Venelery," exclaims Dean of Archi- zuelan architecture, modern
tecture Harlan E. McClure. French color lithographs, Coptic
There are exhibits in every art, contemporary furniture, 2,room and every room is on ex- 000 years of Chinese paintings,
hibit.
monolithic churches, drawings
There was a time when some by Leonardo de Vinci, stained
of the malcontent here talked, glass, interiors, primitive Afriand too authoritatively, about can sculpture, Swiss industrial
culture as a non-resident. Those architecture, Renaissance and
who do today know not where Baroque, ceramics and posters
by Picasso.
culture lives.

With traceable genesis, howRecently displayed was the ever, more and more do. There
is a new awareness—something
student exhibit (Jan. 8-Feb.
of a renaissance of the arts on
3), an annual winter presen- campus, and there are, at least,
tation from the five years of three tangible reasons for it all

Rudolph Lee

When one of the doctors informs you of your unexpected
stay which you will have in one
of the famous rooms, you naturaly are surprised. Your lower jaw drops to the floor, and
you try to talk your way out of
it.
But the argument is to no
avail, and the result is that
you spend a few days in the
infirmary. As you walk to the
back where the rooms are located, the nurses catishly smile
at you—like they are saying to
one another, "We have gotten
another one now." You get a
lump in your throat, and you
wonder what is to happen.
You are escorted to your room,
instructed to put on the pajamas, and told to get in the
bed.
After being in the room for
a while, you get to know your
roommates, and you realize
that you are all in the same
boat. So everyone tries to pacify the ever so troublesome
member while you and
the
others enjoy (?) your stay.

The
"He Roars For

Tiger

There are many activities
in which you can participate
while quarantined here. Some
of them are reading mystery
books, or if you get
hard up — school books;
watching the television
set
which you rented from one
of the concessionaries; telling jokes — usually ancient
ones—to eaeh other; eating
the "delicious" (?) dining
hall food brought over in the
back of a pickup truck; or
writing an article such as
this one.
After a while, the jokes teeter out, the TV gets old, the
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By EDWARD R. LYBRAND
(Editor's note: This is the
winner of the recent Tau Beta
Pi-sponsored essay contest.
It was originally titled "A Defense Of The Supreme Court".)
There has been much talk
recently, concerning the legality
of certain decisions rendered by
the Supreme Court on cases
with which it has been confronted. The specific charge, heard
repeatedly, is that the Supreme
Court violated the Constitution
in the handing down of its decisions. "Unconstitutional!" is
the common cry among the dissenters. One faction states that
the Supreme Court usurped
powers which rightfully belong
to the states by interfering with
the educational systems of these
states. Another faction charges
the Court with depriving the
majority of their right of free
association, in order to favor
the rights of a minority group.
A third faction alleges that free-

reading gets boring, but the
article
goes on.
Everyone,
sooner or later, gets into everyone else's way, and trouble
evolves. And, by the time you
leave, you are all good enemies.
The nurses are not as bad
as many students think they
are. None of them are the
sergeant - in - the - army type,
but, on the other hand, none of
them
are Marilyn Monroes
either. They are nice,
wellspoken, friendly women
who
help to make you as comfortable as they can. They furnish
you with ice water; take your
temperature every few hourseven while you are sleeping;
and, if you are good, make
you some refreshments to enjoy as an evening snack.
These well-trained individuals sometimes make you
feel useless. Here you are,
laid up in bed for an indefinite period of time,
and
they are "prancing" all over
the place. All you can do for
exercise is ring the buzzer,
and then wait for her sunshine-bright face to
stick
through the door and ask
what you need. The problems
with this is that sometimes
the students working there
will stick his head in the
door. With the appearance of
one of these individuals, you
forget anything that you had
hoped to ask for.
After being in the bed for
two days, you are informed
that you may leave the confines of your room and go back
to the dorms. So you
dress
yourself, gather your things together, and leave the quarters. As you leave you know
that other students will enter
to take your place; you wish
them luck and hope that their
stay will be as good as your
own.

MRS. NEWMAN INVITES YOU
TO HAVE YOUR MEALS WITH HER
AT 126 SENECA ROAD
DAILY
—
WEEKLY
—
MONTHLY
BREAKFAST — 50c
DINNER & SUPPER — 90e
7:00
12:00
6:00
NO CHARGE fOR MEALS UNEATEN

dom of religion has been vio-1 The guiding rules were set forth
lated by this Court.
in the Constitution and the SuAll of these complaints preme Court was established
against the Supreme Court are as the final authority on the inbased on the premise that the terpretation of this Constitution
Court has assumed powers not whenever differences of opinspecifically given it by the ion existed as to its meaning.
Constitution, and, in the pro- It, thus, becomes evident thai
cess, has deprived the citizens if, at any time, some conflict
and the states of their various should arise as to just what is
or is not constitutional, the Conrights.
stitution itself has provided the
These charges can sound rea- solution to the problem by insonable enough and quite logi- corporating into our governcal; especially so, if the in- ment a Supreme Court which
dividual passing judgment hap- will pass judgment on this issue. To put it in other words,
pens to disagree with the rulings Constitution says,what the Suof the Court on these issues, or preme Court says it says; or
if he is adversely affected by to quote former Chief Justice
Charles Evans Hughes, "We are
them.
under a Constitution, but the
Closer examination of these Constitution is what the judges
allegations tends to reveal an say it is."
inconsistency in the logic inWhen the dissenting arguvolved and the formation of a
paradox. The reasoning involved ment is considered in light
indicated that these dissenters of these facts, the paradox
want their constitutional rights, becomes clear. The very
and the Supreme Court is taking them away. But what is the ones who would criticize the
function of the Supreme Court Supreme Court are not critiand wherein lie its powers?
cizing the Court at all, but.
are, instead, criticizing the
The founding fathers of this
country envisioned a three- Constitution, which gave these
branch system of government powers to the Court.
in which each branch would be
The paradox is roughly anal
effectively checked by the other.
ogous to a member of the Ro
The first, or Executive, branch
man Catholic Church criticizing
would supply leadership to forthe Pope for considering himmulate policies and give direcself infallible; when, in fact,
tions to the country's growth.
this infallibility (at least, withThe second, or Legislative, in the bounds of Catholicism)
branch would represent the peo- was bestowed upon him by the
ple more closely than the first Church itself.
and would have the power to
pass laws or repeal existing
The dissenters need to realize
ones for the benefit and protec- that the possibility of error lies
tion of the people. A third in the Constitution itself. This
branch was needed—one which Constitution, obviously, has its
would not be elected directly by flaws, and the writers of this
the people and hence would be document realized this fact, but
free of political persuasion. This they also understood that if this
body would act as a "referee" Constitution were to be a sound
and be the authority on the and lasting basis for governrules of the game. It would ment, it had to be flexible and
make decisions whenever a con- capable of some variations in
flict arose as to whether the interpretation, in order to acrules were being followed. This commodate a growing nation
was, and is, the Judicial branch. with changing morals and be-
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Quandary:
Forget Or
Forgive?

By FRED BYRD
Student Chaplain
It's too bad when our past
catches up with us, isn't it?
The unpleasant
things
we
thought were safely dead and
buried come to life and make
us feel pretty cheap.
Of course, some tough people never let this happen, or
so they say. They have the past
properly buttoned up, and even
if they've let down a friend or
liefs. Under the circumstances, sold someone a dud, it never
the Constitution is a marvel- comes between them and their
ously competent and workable sleep.
It is a great gift, this powdocument, and just might surer of forgetting, and telling
vive down through history to the conscience where it gets
become the longest continuous off. One gets much more
written foundation of a success- peace of mind than his foreful government the world has fathers, who always seemed
ever known. It was, in the to be worrying about whethwords of William Gladstone, er their sins were forgiven
"The most wonderful work ever and whether they were safe
struck off at a given time by for heaven. It used to be a
the brain and purpose of man." matter of forgiving; now it's
a matter of forgetting.
Suppose
forgetting
isn't
enough. Suppose the' past really has the power of catching up
(Continued from Page 1)
with us? Then the chap who
thinks he's got the whole thing
are already covered.
well under control is really livPrices of the insurance are ing in a fool's paradise.
There are two quite differas follows: student only, $12.00;
student and spouse, $24.00; stu- ent ways of dealing with the
dent, spouse, and children, rotten things we've done. We
can either "forget"
them,
$33.00.
which is like chucking all the
For more information, con- rubbish into a cupboard and
tact Mrs. Albert in the Student hoping the door won't burst
open. Or we can have them
Center above the Loggia.
acknowledged, apologized for,
and forgiven.
Anyone, especially if he has
a defective conscience can "forget." Only God has the right,
(Continued from Page 1)
and the ability, to forgive —
of Pershing Rifles will be se-|to delouse and to disinfect the
lected from the Freshman Drill i rottenness, and to give enough
Team. Also a new staff of of- impetus for a fresh start,
ficers for 1964-1965 will also be
Being forgiven isn't morbid;
chosen.
'it's just common sense.

Going To World's Fair?
Have you met our
man on campus yet?
Better see him soon,
if you want to save
money and see the world.
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On Camps

with

(Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!",
and "Barefoot Boy With Cheek".)

ARF!
Benjamin Franklin (or The Louisville Slugger, as he is better
known as) said, "A penny saved is a penny earned," and we,
the college population of America, have taken to heart this sage
advice. We spend prudently; we budget diligently. Yet, despite
our wise precautions, we are always running short. Why? Because there is one item of expense that we consistently underestimate—the cost of travelling home for weekends.
Let us take the typical case of Basil Metabolism, a sophomore
at UCLA majoring in avocados. Basil, a resident of Bangor,
Maine, loved to go home each weekend to play with his faithful
dog, Spot. What joy, what wreathed smiles, when Basil and
Spot were re-united! Basil would leap into his dogcart, and
Spot, a genuine Alaskan husky, would pull Basil all over Bangor,
Maine—Basil calling cheery halloos to the townfolk, Spot
wagging his curly tail.
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an appointment with an NSA representative. No

Campus Representative:,
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I shudder to think of
the next logical step
in erudition:
Speed-Reading
a Condensed
Novel!!
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you have observed ..-fifteen years to Well, a short while IMPOSSIBLE? My Wood „.who claims to have
that?! you are
perfect each word, ago some insolent curdles to think of
perfected something
familiar,Gort,Y»ith sentence tparagraph! chap had the nerve altering one commaT called'Speed-Readitig."
my recently published LJou know I created to suggest it be No sooner had he fled He had read my
novel ...and you know lines that soar on
re-published h
before my curses than entire novel in two
. how I've slaved.
their own wings!
condensed -Porm !fup walks some idiot
and one-half minutes\

infirmary Blues" Begin
By WILLIAM M. BROWN
Tiger Feature Writer
With all the rumors flying
around about the infirmary,
everyone is afraid to walk in
its front door.
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But the cost, alas, of travelling from UCLA to Bangor, Maine,
ran to $400 a week, and Basil's father, alas, earned only a
meagre salary 'as a meter-reader for the Bangor water department. So, alas, after six months Basil's father told Basil he
could raise no more money; he had already sold everything he
owned, including the flashlight he used to read meters.
Basil returned to California to ponder his dilemma. One
solution occurred to him—to ship Spot to UCLA and keep him
in his room—but Basil had to abandon the notion because of
his roommate, G. Fred Sigafoos, who was, alas, allergic to dog
hair.
Then another idea came to Basil—a stroke of geniiu, you
might call it. He would buy a Mexican hairless chihuahua!
Thus he would have a dog to pull him around, and G. Fred's
allergy would be undisturbed.
The results, alas, were not all Basil had hoped. The chihuahua, alas, was unable to pull Basil in the dogcart, no matter
how energetically he beat the animal.
Defeated again, Basil sat down with G. Fred, his- roommate,
to smoke a Marlboro Cigarette and seek a new answer to the
problem. Together they smoked and thought and—Eureka!—
an answer quickly appeared. (I do not suggest, mark you, that
Marlboro Cigarettes are an aid to cerebration. All I say about
Marlboros is that they taste good and are made of fine tobaCcos
and pure white niters and come in soft pack or Flip Top box.)
Well, sir, Basil and G. Fred got a great idea. Actually, the
idea was G. Fred's, who happened to be majoring in genetics.
Why not, said G. Fred, cross-breed the chihuahua with a Great
Dane and thus produce an animal sturdy enough to pull a dogcart?
It was, alas, another plan doomed to failure. The cross-breeding was done, but the result (this is very difficult to explain) was
a raccoon.
But there is, I am pleased to report, a happy ending to this
heart-rending tale. It seems that Basil's mother (this is also very
difficult to explain) is a glamorous blond aged 19 years. One
day she was spotted by a talent scout in Bangor, Maine, and
was signed to a fabulous movie contract, and the entire family
moved to California and bought Bel Air, and today one of the
most endearing sights to be seen on the entire Pacific Coast is
Spot pulling Basil down Sunset Boulevard—Basil cheering and
Spot wagging. Basil's mother is also happy, making glamorous
movies all day king, and Basil's father is likewise content, sitting at home and reading the water meter.
© ISM M«I sbuim»»

*

*

*

Pacific Coast, Atlantic Coast, the great Heartland in between
—not to speak of Alaska and Haicaii—all of this is Marlboro
Country. Light up and find out for yourself.
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Brennan's Last Wish:
Beat The Blue Devils!
By ERNEST STALLWORTH
Tiger Sports Writer
In the spring of 1962 the
iClemson Tigers, led by a sophoImore guard named Brennan,
Iblasted their way past N. C.

State and Duke into the finals
of the A. C. C. tournament,
only to have their dreams dissolved by Wake Forest. Now
this guard and six other seniors
want desperately to repeat that

Tiger Jim Brennan

Wolfpack Guard Billy Moffitt
l Jp% Jsb- i

performance and pick up all the
marbles. Nobody wants to win
any harder than Jim Brennan.
Against Duke earlier in the
season, Jim scored 30 points to
lead Clemson to a near upset.
What better way to close a varsity career than with an Atlantic Coast Conference championship?

By FRED CLEAVES
Tiger Sports Editor
Back to the Old Grind

Jim came to Clemson from
western Pennsylvania as have
many of our other athletes. He
wanted to get away from the
big campus, like Pitt, and he
liked the friendly atmosphere
I down South. He played on the
best frosh team we have ever
had (until this year?) and has
I starred for the varsity for three
years. Jim holds the A. C. C.
record for the most free throws
in a row, 41. He made the all
Atlantic Coast Conference first
team as a sophomore.

*»

Well, the vacation is over and second semester is
coming in full swing—quizzes and all. Clemson's latest
"rat class" learned first hand the school's unvarying
law of exams. That is: You break grades on exams,
you don't make 'em, or grades are often lowered, sometimes (if one is lucky) held, but never, never, never
raised on exams. The P.R.'s are already back from their
Mardi Gras trip (made a bit early this year), and there
is only Easter vacation to look forward to now—unless,
of course, you look forward to the C.D.A.'s fine dances.
No Noe, No Mo'

In August of 1961 he married
Diane
Petraitis
his
sweetheart back home, They
now live off campus. Jim feels
that the close knit fellowship
that comes from playing ball
j will help him in later years. He
also has enjoyed knowing and
competing with the many good
ball players in this part of the
country. Coaches Press Maravich and Bobby Roberts have
encouraged and influenced him
the most while he has been
here. Coach Maravich is still a
close friend and advisor.
Jim is an English major who
plans to coach and perhaps
teach after graduation. He also
would like to give pro basketball a try. He has had contacts
from several teams but nothing
is definite as yet. First, however, there is a team called
Duke and a tournament known
as the Atlantic Coast Conference's.

Alexander Drug Co.
Your Walgreen Agency
CLEMSON

REMEMBER VALENTINE'S DAY FEB. 14

U.S.C. never has come out with the whole story on
Chuck Noe's "resignation." And I guess they probably
never will. The silence of the only major newspaper
in the Columbia area caused various rumors to circulate; some true, perhaps, and some false. But many
Gamecock fans will never know why their excellent
coach was released. And it's just as good that they
don't, because any reasons given wouldn't be the one,
real, honest-to-goodness reason, anyhow. Chuck Noe's
biggest fault was that he won. It's dangerous to do
that at South Carolina; ask Warren Giese.

Tiger Basketballers
Want Revenge Against
Press And N.C. State

By BILLY LINN
Tiger Sports
After taking on two non-conMahaffey And Ski ference foes earlier this, week,
Near School Record Clemson's basketball five begin the ACC wars once again
Both Donnie Mahaffey and when they encounter the N. C.
Gary Burnisky are posing a State Wolfpack Saturday night.
threat to the present field goal
The game will be played at
percentage record at Clemson. Raleigh and Clemson considers
The old record is held by Ed this a "must" game, to say
Brinkley at 46.8% on 131 of 280 the least. The Tigers are deattempts during the 1956-57 termined to prove that they can
season. Through the first 14 beat Press Maravich, their forgames Mahaffey is hitting at a mer coach, now at N. C. State.
47.4% mark on 46 of 97 shots
In Maravich's first year at
while Burnisky has made 80 of State
(1962-1963) as Everett
175 shots for a 45.7% record.
Case's top man, his Wolfpack
charges downed Clemson three
times, twice by one point. The
most crushing blow was a one
point come-from-behind victory
in the first round of the ACC
Tournament.

Tom Huck sought scientific excitement
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face a weakened Wolfpack
Moffitt, although just a sophteam due to scholastic diffi- omore, is the take-charge guy
culties; junior forward Larry of the State backcourt. He is
Lakins was declared inelig- also the key man in the "Pack
ible for the entire second Pressure Defense."
semester.
Other players who will see
Lakins was top scorer for the action for State will be Phil
Wolfpack, averaging 19.9 points Taylor, a six-foot, nine inch
per game. He also ranked sophomore center, and Harold
fourth in the nation in field Blondeau, a six-foot four inch
goal accuracy, hitting over six- sophomore forward.
ty per-cent of his shots. Lak- With six sophs out of the first
ins' hot hand will be sorely seven men, State is definitely
missed by State.
planning for the years to come.
However, with the Master, EvTaking Lakins place at for- erett Case, at the helm, expect
ward will be six-foot, five inch anything.
sophomore Larry Worsley. WorClemson with a 3-4 ACC recsley will team with another
sophomore, Ray Hodgdon, to ord, needs a win to stay close
give State a pair of inexper- to the coveted first division.
State, with a 2-6 ACC standienced but hustling forwards.
ing, is in last place. They must
Moving in to play center start winning or face the none
The Tigers, now under for the Wolfpack will be Pete too pleasant task of playing
Coach Bobby Roberts, will Auksel. Auksel is a six-foot, Duke in the first round of the
tournament.
six inch senior averaging
Coach Bobby Roberts
will
.14.8 points a game, second
only to Lakins. He is the probably start Donnie Mahaffey at center, Jim Brennan at
team captain, and it will be one guard, Gary Burnisky and
up to him to hold the Wolf- Woody Morgan at forwards,
and Mike Bohonak or Nick Mipack together.
lasnovich at the other guard.
Manning the guard posts for Gary Helms and Buddy BeneN. C. State will be two sopho- dict are expected to see action
mores, Tommy Mattocks and also. With both Clemson and
Billy Moffitt. Mattocks, who N. C. State needing a win in
stands six-feet, two inches was the A.C.C., fans at Reynolds
a holdout last year, and is one Coliseum should really see a
of the fastest men in the ACC. thriller.

It's a shame the likable Noe won't be at U.S.C. anymore, for even though he was our rival coach, Clemson
students admired his poised teams and knew that when
the Tigers beat the Gamecocks it was a real achievement. Coach Noe's teams were always instilled with a
great desire to win. He wanted his players to play
every game as if it were the only game; to muster all
the energy and hustle they had for each game. If a
team of Noe's lost, it cried from sorrow. If it won, he
expected his team to cry for joy. He never did like to
see any team walk calmly off the floor after a victory
as though they had expected to win.
Chuck Noe's hard driving ways show up in his past
accomplishments. He was born in the basketball hotbed of Louisville, Kentucky. He played basketball and
baseball at the University of Virginia, and was high
scorer for the basketball team his senior year. When
he graduated in 1948, Noe was first in his class gradewise with a grade point ratio of 3.9 out of a possible
4.0! When this reporter asked Chuck Noe if he was
really that smart, the coach jokingly (and modestly)
replied, "No, I wasn't really smart, I cheated." When
Noe finished Virginia he went into baseball as a pro
with the Red Sox. But a broken leg resulting from a
slide into home plate while in the Boston farm system
sent Chuck into coaching.
Noe coached football as well as basketball in high
school, and in 1950-1951 his football teams compiled a
20-0 record. He became head coach at V.M.I. in 1952,
then moved to V.P'.I. in 1955. At V.P.I, his teams had a
109-51 record for seven seasons. Also while at Virginia
Tech, Noe would scout rival Virginia for the Gobblers'
football team. He can be proud of the fact that the
years he scouted Virginia they never even managed to
score one point against V.P.I. (I wouldn't even doubt
Noe could have coached the Gamecocks to a winning
(Continued on Page 5)

HARRIS SPORTING GOODS

TAKE NOTICE

"THE SPORTSMAN'S CENTER"
CLEMSON HIGHWAY — SENECA

SLOAN'S FIRST SALE IN HISTORY
Sweaters _ $3.00 and $5.00
Sports Shirts _ $1.00
Slacks
V2 Price
Burgandy Sport Coats _ greatly reduced
And Other Excellent Buys
All Of These Are Popular Brand Clothes

pi
STOP AT

SAM'S LUNCHETTE
North Main Street
ANDERSON,
SOUTH CAROLINA

SLOAN'S MEN SHOPS

HARPER'S 5 & 10< Store
He's finding it at Western Electric
Ohio University conferred a B.S.E.E. degree on
C. T. Huck in 1956. Tom knew of Western Electric's history of manufacturing development. He
realized, too, that our personnel development program was expanding to meet tomorrow's demands.
After graduation, Tom immediately began to
work on the development of electronic switching
systems. Then, in 1958, Tom went to the Bell Telephone Laboratories on a temporary assignment to
help in the advancement of our national military
capabilities. At their Whippany, New Jersey, labs,
Tom worked with the Western Electric development team on computer circuitry for the Nike Zeus
guidance system. Tom then moved on to a new
assignment at WE's Columbus, Ohio, Works. There,
Tom is working on the development of testing circuitry for the memory phase of electronic switching systems

Like most of us, you probably
feel pressured at times with th€
demands made on you for original
thinking, — for fresh ideas that
[will lift your work above the
jcommonplace. Through the study
of this book, Science and Health
with Key to the Scriptures by
Mary Baker Eddy, we are learning how to turn to God for the
intelligent ideas we1 need. You
can do this, too.
iWe invite you to come to oui
meetings and to hear how we
are working out our problems
through applying the truths oi
Christian Science.

This constant challenge of the totally new,
combined with advanced training and education
opportunities, make a Western Electric career
enjoyable, stimulating and fruitful. Thousands of
young men will realize this in the next few years.
How about you?
If responsibility and the challenge of the future
appeal to you, and you have the qualifications we
seek, talk with us. Opportunities for fast-moving
careers exist now for electrical, mechanical and
industrial engineers, and also for physical science,
liberal arts and business majors. For more detailed
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
information, get your copy of the Western Electric
ORGANIZATION
Career Opportunities booklet from your Placement
Officer. Or write: Western Electric Company, Room
6405, 222 Broadway, New York 38, N. Y. And be Clemson Agricultural College
Clemson
sure to arrange for a personal interview when the
Meeting time: 7 p.m. Wednesday!
Bell System recruiting team visits your campus.

College Avenue

issiMisaaa'jjjiMniwm

VALENTINE
MILITARY SHOES
SHOE REPAIR

CARDS AND CANDY

Western Electric MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM
I Principal manufacturing locations in 13 cities ■ Operating centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U.S.
Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N. J. • Teletype Corp., Skokie, III., Little Rock, Ark. • Gen. Hq., 195 Broadway. New York

Science and Health is available at alt
Christian Science Reading Rooms and at man;
college bookstores. Paperback Edition $1.95.

CLEMSON SHOE SERVICE
Finest In Watch Repair

CLEMSON JEWELERS
We Will Wrap For Mailing

The Country Gentleman's Jeweler

Attention SENIOR and GRADUATE MEN Students .

Meeting place: Student Chapel

j AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

PEPSI-COLA

HARPER'S SELLS IT FOR LESS

Who Need Some FINANCIAL HELP In Order To Complete Theirl
Education This Year And Will Then Commence Work.

Apply to STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION, INC.
A Non-Profit Educational Fdn.

elO ENDICOTT BLDG., ST. PAUL 1, MINN !

lUNDERGRADS, CLIP AND SAVE.

i
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lixie Sky Divers
Announce A New
raining Course

(Continued from Page 5)
season in football last fall.)

Paul Wessinger, president of
'he Dixie Sky Divers announces that with the purchase of a
■apid sequence camera the club
s now engaged in practice
limed at producing more good
lerial free fall photographers
imilar to the one taken above,
""his task, although seemingly
simple is one of the most diffiult of all skydiving free fall
naneuvers. Since movement of
my body surface while the
umper is falling effects his position and velocity, the existing
iroblem of maneuvering into
"he near vicinity of another
jumper, become increasingly acute while manipulating
camera equipment.
The Skydivers are now using
the new Clemson-Oconee airfield
every Sunday, and they invite
all those interested to drive the
four miles to the nearby field
and witness their practice and
activiths.
The club has also taken the Clemson's Mark Graham executes a right turn. Photo was
(Continued on Page 6)
dent, Paul Wessinger. Both ar.e members of the Dixie Sky

I

Then Noe moved to U.S.C. at a time when a talent
drought hit the roundball forces.

SHU*

"This season the team has
had some trouble in getting up
for every game. Attitude is very
important when we are playing
a ballgame, and we haven't
been right psychologically for
some of the games we played.
fin our last game against South
Carolina we were not running
enough." Nick said this was no
reflection on Coach Roberts, but
that "the team was a little
slow in getting the ball down
court. Coach Roberts is as good
as any coach in the Atlantic
Coast Conference, and after anher years experience he will
• one of the best around. The
ain objective right now is to
. in all of the -remaining games
nd then to play the same kind
jf ball we played in the
h. C. C. Tournament two years
go when we upset Duke and

made it to the finals with Wake
Forest."
When asked about how it feels
to be playing when the team
is losing by a large margin,
"Terrible, you start thinking,
how in the world did we get
behind by so many points. Then
you say to yourself wait till the
next time, we'll beat the pants
off them. When we are winning
by a large margin it is just the
opposite, everything is nice and
rosey. You take a shot you
don't ordinarily take, or we try
a new play that we didn't get
to use previously."
After graduating this June
Nick is not sure if he will go
into the army, or try to get into
graduate school. "If they offer
some more courses in education
I'll probably stay down here."
Is he glad he came to Clemson? "I sure am. I have been
able to go to school on the
scholarship Cemson gave me,
not to mention the fact that I
met my wife here. Clemson
can become one of the best
schools in the South with the
addition of some more coeds
and when they offer more
course in the different schools.
As for basketball, it's definitely
on the upswing. If we ever get
a new field house built, basketball will rival football as the
number one spectator sport at
Clemson."

Clemson's Track Team Sees
First Action of Year Indoors
By BILLY WALKER
Tiger Sportswriter
The Tiger track team entered their first meet of the indoor track season at Lexington,
v irginia, last week. Lexington
. was the scene of the VMI Winter Relays held annually in the
VMI fieldhouse.
Several of the Tigers made
Fgood showing for themselves in
the first meet. Nelson Mcf.,oughlin, a junior, set a new
.Jlemson record in the shot put
, Mh a heave of 51'4". This
:brow improved by 3 feet his

longest toss of last year and
was good enough for a 3rd I
place finish in the contest.
Avery Nelson placed 4th in
the hop, step, and jump with
a 42'9" effort. Cater Leland's
jump of 41'6" was good enough
for a 6th place finish in the
event.
The 880 yard relay team out-,
distanced
everyone in their
heat but was disqualified because of a misunderstanding in
passing procedures. The relay
team, made up of Hays Cone,
(Continued on Page 6)

CLEARANCE SALE NOW IN PROGRESS
AT ABBOTT'S MEN SHOP

Clemson

-fliBOtfS
MCNS

SHOT

>ame, really, and won nine times that many. This year
V.C.C. at the time Dwane Morrison took over. With
)is amazing feats at U.S.C. the little genius showed
that he could make a basketball team out of you, me,
and three pigmies.
Coach Noe's strong desire to win was exemplified
when he once told this reporter, "No, I don't buy my
boys a meal when they lose, why should I? I can't eat
when we lose, why should they? I mean there's a difference between winning and losing, you know? There's
a difference. And maybe if they don't eat a while,
they'll learn there is a difference between winning and
losing." His ballplayers were often hungry—literally!
To Charles Warren Noe winning is everything; it's the
object of the game. Without him, the Gamecocks will
be lucky to win 3 of their last 10 games.
HOWARD:

eral helpers are needed, so
this appeal is made to the
general group of former associates.
Anyone who will help please
contact John McCarter, the
secretary, or any present
member and advise them of
your willingness to help.

Wake Forest signed Bill Tate, assistant coach
(ends) at Illinois under Pete Elliott for the last four
seasons, as the new football coach for the Deacons. Tate
is a young 33 years of age, was All-Big Ten fullback at
Illinois in his playing days, and also was chosen the
outstanding player in the 1952 Rose Bowl game. He
played pro ball with the Chicago Bears, and is an exMarine. It will be interesting to see just how far up
the football ladder Bill Tate can push the lowly Deacons.
Recently Y. A. Tittle's picture has been appearing
in newspapers along with Frank Howard's. The rumor
has it that the Giant quarterback will come to Clemson
when Howard retires. When asked about it, Coach
Howard said, "I don't know anything about it, I
haven't talked to Tittle, and anyway, I'm not thinking
about anything like that. It's probably something those
Gamecocks started." I suppose the Gamecock fans
would like to see Howard retire; especially the way the
Tigers have treated U.S.C. lately. We would like to
see him coach another 33 years.

Tiger Stein Club
All Types of Beer — Draft And Can
Snacks
OPEN 4:30 P. M. ON
For Private Parties Call Mrs. Evans
At 654-4636
Intersection of Highways 123 and 128

education:
"There is no saturation point in education."
And with this point of view in mind since the
days of its founding, IBM has pioneered education and training programs. I People joining
IBM are not only "taking a job"—they are starting a career. I No matter what their academic
background, education is their vocational foreground. I To repeat: "There is no saturation
point..." H
Ask your college placement officer for our brochures—and for an appointment when the IBM
representative is interviewing on campus. I
IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer. I
If you cannot attend the interview, write: I
Manager of College Relations, I IBM Corp.,
590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. I
MOVE AHEAD; SEE

IBM®

FEB. 26,1964

L. C. MARTIN

Seneca

Your |[/feya//J

Store

"THE CADILLAC OF RESTAURANTS"
2921 North Main Street
Pruitt's Shopping Center
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

WHEN IN ANDERSON
STOP AT

LARRY'S DRIVE-IN
104 W. CALHOUN

Room at the Top!

(fold. QaJxdA.

ANDERSON

IThe McDougald Funeral Home
Phone CA 4-4343
ANDERSON, S. C.

"Probably those Gamecocks"

DRUG COMPANY

THE
EL DORADO RESTAURANT

II

this don't discourage men like Chuck Noe; the challenge
iust made him work all the harder. He took a group

,he Gamecocks were 6-6 overall, and second in the

Senior Milasnovich
Expresses His Views
By HOWARD FISHBEIN
Nick Milasnovich, the 6'-l"
Senior from Youngstown, Ohio,
Will be closing out his varsity
basketball career at Clemson
when seven more ball games
• *e entered in the record book.
ck has averaged more than
even points a game during his
f'.-vo pervious years, but this
[.year he has been an alternattg starter on Coach Roberts
4uad and he has not seen as
much action this year as he did
during his sophomore and junor years.

But things such as

jf boys who would have been doing good to win a single

Attention Fencers
The Fencing Club needs the
help of any and all of those
people who have ever been
associated with it, In even
the most casual way, to help
run the machinery of the five
school meet Saturday, February 15, Score keepers, timers,
equipment checkers and gen-

Chuck Noe was twice

voted the coach of the year in the Southern Conference.

We Will Wrap Your
Candy For You.

The record shows that, at Duke Power, an engineering
background affords many opportunities for advancement to management positions.
In short, as a Duke Power engineer, you'll find ample
scope for personal growth. And for professional fulfillment, too! Projects at Duke Power cover a challenging
range of civil, mechanical and electrical engineering—
including work in the field of nuclear energy.

Duke Power serves 20,000 square miles of territory
in North and South Carolina. This is a section of the
country whose climate is as equable as its geography
is scenic and varied ... an area with exceptional facilities for rewarding year-*round living.
Our representative will be on campus soon. Talk to
him. It will pay you to learn more about your opportunities at Duke Power.
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Congratulations Lieutenant

3LottoM
A Pat
On The Back
Dear Tom:

CLUB &
CAMPUS
FASHIONS

■ Congratulations on your very
fine editorial page in your Friday, January 10, issue of The
Tiger. By and large this was
the best effort I have seen in
this Clemson College publication
in a long while.

BY 0. E. SCHOEFFLER, ESQUIRE'S Fashion Director
By now you're back at the salt mines after the holidays—and quite
likely in the mid-season doldrums! Your wardrobe's probably in the
doldrums, too—standing in the need of replenishment. Here are
some suggestions-for r«ttkJga'iittle newHie and color into that closet!

BREATHES THERE A MAN-with
so dead he really thinks he% got
•sweatered soals who are vejy raach alive
to fte need,, yon might consider a camel
hair <«or camel color) caafigan—guaranteed to go-wMi-every&mgi' Or yem. might
fike to^wn tarfie, in one of the new flatknit Jersey-textured) sweaters with the
popular oversize turtle neck. Or perhaps
you'd prefer a bulky ski-type pullover patterned with Norwegian designs — great
even if you never get nearer the slopes than
the Student tJnion! Any one of these would
give you a lift!

Brig. Gen. E. A. Machen, Deputy Commanding General, Fort Gordon, Georgia, presenting a
commission to 2d Lt. Tatnm W. Gressette, Jr. of Columbia, S. C. Gen. Machen spoke to and
presented commissions to 24 officers commissioned in the TJ. S. Army Reserve during a ceremony at Clemson College on 25 January 1964. Lt. Gressette, a Distinguished Military Graduate and a Kegular Army applicant was commissioned in the Infantry.

Your Library Needs You
Recruiter Visits Feb. 11

Library Recruiting Caravan
will visit Clemson College on
Tuesday, February 11, from
9:00-12:00 p.m. in the Student
Center Visitor's Lounge, to inform students of career opportunities in librarianship and to
explain the library intern and
scholarship programs sponsored
THE VEST'S TJffiTfJEST--way to revitalize a suit or sport- by the South Carolina State Lijacket-and-slacks you've grown tired of. Color is your cue here, with. brary Board.
a wide range of bright flannel vests that will blend or contrast—vivid
The group, composed of rereds, brilliant yellow or gold, rich mossy green and—stop me if cent graduates of the scholaryou've heard this!—the ever-present camel! A colorful TattersaU ship program and members of
check vest is an even more versatile addition to the weary wardrobe,
as it combines well with a variety of colors and fabrics for a smart,
sporting look.

the staff of the State Library
Board, will meet with student
groups and with individual students interested in librarianship,
and will give information about
the public library field to faculty department heads and guidance counselors.

dents nave attended graduate
school under this scholarship
program.
Members of the Library
Recruiting Caravan to visit
Clemson College will be: Miss
Betty E. Callaham, Adult Consultant, S. C. State Library
Board; Miss Sara Henry, Children's Librarian,
Greenvile
County Library; and Miss
Gloria Lindler, Assistant Librarian, Lexington County Library.
For further information, contact Mr. Gordon Gourlay, Librarian, at the library.

The State Library Board sponsors a program of summer library intern work for undergraduates in which interested
students are paid for full-time
work in public libraries throughout the state. Since its beginning three years ago, 51 have
completed the intern program.
The Board also offers scholarships for post-graduate studies
Want to learn more about cain library science. Fourteen stu- reer jobs with the federal government? If you're not superstitious about the 13th and you
are interested in considering
working for the world's largest
employer, contact Mr. John
Wharton in the visitor's lounge
anytime after 9 am on Thursday, February 13th. No appointThe Clemson Continuing Edu- ment is necessary and seniors
cation Center is making avail- are particularly invited. Mr.
able for students a course in Wharton is the South Carolina
Improving Reading Skills. The representative for the U. S. Civcourse will meet for 2 hours il Service Commission.
each Tuesday night at 7:30, beginning February 11 and continuing for 6 consecutive Tuesdays. Enrollment is limited to
50.

Particularly, your editorial
"Just a Bit Too Much" was not
only timely but presented the
facts in a very good fashion. I
am sure that this expressed the
views of the majority of your
student body. It most certainly
did point out the danger of mob
violence and what such vicious
and threatening action is doing
in controlling or influencing law
enforcement agencies and public officials who are not willing
to handle these critical problems forcefully and with fairness to all.
Your Mr. Bill Hamilton's column on "Thinkers, Doers, and
Civil Rights" was well prepared and speaks with clarity for
those concerned citizens of our
state and respective communities.
I must admit that I have been
considerably concerned about
some of the editorials and columns (columns in particular)
during previous "administrations". I am fully aware of the
problems which exist from the
standpoint of both The Tiger
staff and college administration.
I served my time on The Tiger
during the four years I was at

JD JDM

Clemson under the capable
guidance of our dear friend, Dr.
John Lane. Again, congratulations and best wishes for a continued good literary effort.

they are professionally, no matter how affluent. And if you
think that they are not concerned about the rights to eat at the
Clemson House, to go swimSincerely,
W. K. Lewis, Jr. ming at Myrtle Beach, to attend
football games at Carolina, to
'37
room at the Poinsett Hotel, you
are living in ignorance.

And A Kick
In The Pants
Dear Mr. Hamilton:

Your column today on the
"Thinkers, Doers, and Civil
Rights" is filled with a number
of erroneous assumptions of
which you are apparently unaware.
First, there are many thinkers who are also doers; you
can't neatly categorize people
into one of two classifications.
Moreover, you assume that the
so-called doers are satisfied. I
invite you to attend the next
meeting of the S. C. Council of
Human Relations. There you
will have an opportunity to
meet some of the leading South
Carolina Negro doctors, lawyers, businessmen, and politicians. These men are generally
well educated, neatly dressed,
nice mannerd, and show some
affluence. Generally, they avoid
the headlines; but they are universally unhappy about discrimination against their race. They
know that no matter how hard
a Negro citizen strives, he will
be discriminated against in
South Carolina in a number of
ways. This affronts their dignity no matter how successful

As for their education, South
Carolina doesn't appropriate enough money for S. C. A.&M. to
come anywhere near the standards of USC or Clemson. Moreover, many labor unions have
discriminated against
Negro
apprentices. The Negro colleges
in South Carolina have
little
money and are consequently
sorry institutions
compared
with the white institutions. Furthermore, our textile industry,
which employs 60 per cent of
the industrial workers in this
state, is closed to Negro labor
except in the most menial capacity. To imply, as you do,
that a hard-working Negro will
not be discriminated against in
seeking an education or a trade
and will not be discriminated
against in seeking employment
is simply contrary to fact in
South Carolina, and at least to
some degree in almost every
state in the union.
Sincerely yours,
E. M. Lander, Jr.
Professor of History
and Government
P.S. As an antidote to U. S.
News I suggest you read the
news column of the Sunday NY
Times.

Tax Men Seek
Business Majors

Attention college seniors maU.S. (oast Guard joring
Students Asked
Business AdministraCivil Service Information Training School tion. Thein Internal
Revenue SerAlthough easy questions are
vice is now recruiting to fill poTo Follow Plan
solicited, Clemson students can
sitions of Revenue Officer, Tax
get factual information about Receives Scholars Technician and Special Agent
appointment requirements in a United States Coast Guard with entrance salaries of $5,795
To Request Aid Another Class
great many career fields, the will receive application for the or $4,690 a year, depending on
federal service entrance exami Coast Guard Officer Candidate qualifications. Formal training
FINANCIAL AID SCHEDULE
Training School. Interviews will
nation, opportunities for en- be held on February 17.
and development programs pre-,
In order that sufficient time For Improving
gineers, math majors, chemists,
pare
employees for promotion
be allowed for necessary adetc., pay scales, job locations, Because the school is of a
and
salary advancement to
Reading
Skill
promotions
based
on
merit,
semi-technical
nature,
all
appliministrative processing it is rework of greater responsibility.
and fringe benefits. Clemson

MUFFLED UP TO THE EYES—is a good way to be this season—if it's one of those 5-foot knitted mufflers! New they're not—■
we cribbed them from the inmates of English colleges and "public
schools," where they've been worn since the days of Dickens. Ribbed
or fiat-knit in soft Shetland wool, these mufflers are often widestriped—usually in school colors—though they're available in solids
as well. Worn without a topcoat—weatherpermitting—is the British
way, with the long end thrown carelessly over the left shoulder. For
more conservative occasions, think about a soft cashmere muffler in
quested that applications
for
muted tones, or an authentic tartan to go with your topcoat.
financial aid be submitted to
YOU'LL GET A BELT-^maybe" twc^oit of thelatest! Because the Student Financial Aid Ofthe latest is the reversible fabric belt, solid-color twill on one side, fice (Room 24, Tillman Hall)
striped on the other. Or you can add color to your mid-section with as per the following schedule:
a bright tartan belt, feather-backed to wear well. And bold, blazer
Scholarships — not later than
stripes will be running rings around your waist, too, m combinations March 1
like scarlet and white onan o]i¥e=twfl>backgfound. fi
Loans —
Summer Session (first) —
WILD AND WOOLY—is the Word on wktershkts! They may
not later than April 15
be either all-wool or a practical bleed of polyester fibers and wool
Summer Session (second)—
for the warmth you may=need during the wintry weeks ahead. They're
Not later than May 15
styled exactly like>your dress shirts—complete to the button-down
School Year (1964-65) —not
collar bit. Look forthenvin wad,punchy colors and tartans (authenlater than June 1
tic or otherwise) antfcjazz^p those bleak, January days!
Information, applications, etc.
regarding scholarships, loans,
and part-time employment may
be secured from the same office.

■■ if'-Ty^ ■Hj

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Students are cautioned that
this course is in no respects a
substitute for the reading class
offered by the college.

m

I'

I

cants must successfully complete a ninety minute aptitude
test in order to qualify for the
program. Provisions have been
made for administering the Officer Qualification Test during
the visit.

Phi Eta Sigma's
Offered Awards
Graduating seniors who plan
to work for graduate degrees
and who are members of Phi
Eta Sigma, Freshmen Honor
Society, should get in touch with
W. H. D. McGregor, acting faculty advisor of the Clemson
College chapter, at room number 147, Plant and Animal
Science Building.

The course utilizes a filmstrip projector perfected by Educational Developmental Laboratories for use in schools and
colleges. The projecter operates
on the principle of forced rhythmical eye movements as the
key to good reading habits.

The National Phi Eta Sigma
Fraternity offers two three-hundred-dollar scholarships each
year on the basis of the student's scholastic record, evidence of creative ability, evidence of financial need, promise
of success in chosen field, and
personality.

Students may register either
at Room 213 Geology Building
between 10 and 12 noon and be(Continued from Page 4)
tween 2 and 4 p.m. or by mail.
They should address corresponCarl Poole, Ed Pool, and Jim- dence to P. O. Box 209, Clemmy Wynn, was over fifty yards son, S. C. Registration fee is
ahead of the nearest competi- $6.00, checks payable to M. A.
Bearden, Treasurer.
AND SO TO BED—or to buB session. Whatever your after- tor in their heat.
hours activities, you've probably already discovered that those drafty
Pee Wee Greenfield, head
dormitory corridors can be quite a shock when you're unprepared! track coach, thought his boys
(Continued from Page 5)
But you can beat-tihe draftjS you've got a warm flannel robe. Stand- did well for their first outing.
He
said,
"I
think
that
the
ard, conservative styfingTsbest—perhaps with contrasting piping—
boys are rounding into shape, advantage of the semester
in practical, dark shades or bright-tartan plaids. Barefoot in the halls and that they will improve as break to purchase and assem—cold and uncarpeted as they are—wiH lead only to amputation! the season progresses." Coach ble new equipment to be used
in student training sessions to
Slippers are a better idea, preferably plain, moccasin-style slip-ons. Greenfield added that some of begin shortly. The next meetAnd if you're really in the northern latitudes, consider slippers lined the team will accompany him ing is planned for Wednesday,
to the Southeastern Track and February 12, 7:30, in the upwith shearling to fight the frostbite!
Field Federation Meet to be stairs YMCA meeting room. All
held in
Chattanooga, Ten- curious and interested parties
;Next month we'll keep you in style for active sports—North and nessee, tomorrow. Coach Green- are invited to attend. A new
i South, from ski to shmaig sea—andintermediate stops. SeeyoB4hen! field and the boys left this training period will start.
morning for the meet.

i I ii

graduates are taking an active
part in important government
work. Mr. Wharton's campus
visit is sponsored by the place
ment office.

CLEMSON'S

DIXIE
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-ARROW- holds that tiger
ARROW tamed the collar and let
the stripes run wild in this handsome Gordon Dover Club buttondown. The buttons are whipped
precisely into place to make
the collar roll over
without looking fla
and playing dead.
The styling is ivy.,
clean, lean, fully
tapered body with
back pleat, button
and hang loop.
Stripes and stripes.
to choose from
and solids, too.

at only $5.00

JIMA.
Clemson Theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. - Sun.
Feb. 6 - 7 - 8 - 9
Cary Grant
Audrey Hepburn
In

"CHARADE'
In Color
Mon. — Feb. 10

Only members of Phi Eta
Sigma are eligible for these
gift scholarships.

"ERIK THE
CONQUEROR"

Local deadline for applications is February 17, 1964.

Tues. - Wed. — Feb. 11-1:
Joan Crawford
In

THE

i/we^weA^.'f

"STRAIT
JACKET"

JUST

Thurs. — Feb. 1}
Jerry Lewis

i*>W6<t by Esquire, Inc.

The team is pointing for top
condition by March 14, the date
of the ACC Indoor Conference
meet at the University of North
Carolina. The teams' first outdoor meet will be March 21
with UNC at Chapel Hill.

An Internal Revenue Service
representative will be on campus to interview interested students on February 14, 1964. For •
further information, see yourj
Placement Officer.

In

Working at a resort in Germany.

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
for Seniors and Graduates in MECHANICAL,
AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL,
ELECTRICAL, NUCLEAR,
and METALLURGICAL
ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING MECHANICS
APPLIED MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS and
ENGINEERING PHYSICS

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 12
Appointments should be made
in advance through your
College Placement Office

Pratt &
Whitney
fiircraft

I

u

OIVI9I0N Of UNTTEO AIRCRAFT COOB

ft

An Eqoof Opportunity Employer

SPECIALISTS IN POWER... POWEB FOB PROPULSION-POWER FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS.
UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.

"WHO'S
MINDING
THE STORE"

WORK
IN EUROPE

Oconee Theatre

Every registered student can
get a job in Europe and receive
a travel grant. Among thousands of jobs available are resort, sales, lifeguard and office
work. No experience is necessary and wages range to $400
monthly. For a complete prospectus, travel grant and job
application returned airmail,
send $1 to Dept. J, American
Student Information Service,
22 Ave. de la Liberte, Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg.

Annette
Tommy Kirk

TROUSERS
SHIRTS
SOX

SENECA, S. C.
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
Feb. 6-7-8

In

"The
Misadventures
Of Merlin Jones7
Mon. - Tues.
Feb. 10- 11
Peter Finch
Jane Fonda
Angela Lansbury
In

"IN THE COOL
OF THE DAY"
Wed. — Feb. 12

"MARILYN"
Thurs.— Feb. 13
Burt Lancaster

JUDGE KELLER

In

THE LEOPARD'

I

